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The Condensed Version

• Download data from Archive Query and Request Handler 
tools on the ALMA Science Portal

• Data delivered after passing Quality Assurance (QA)

• The Pipeline Weblog–Calibration and Imaging Information 

• Delivered data include:

• Calibration tables and diagnostics

• Preliminary images (better products may be possible with 
more careful continuum & non-default cleaning parameters)

• Project tracking – SnooPI
This talk will be available online for reference after this 

workshop.



Exploring the ALMA Archive

• All projects should start with the ALMA Archive
• Check for duplications. Considered duplication if:

– Same Target
– Angular resolution is within a factor of 2
– RMS is within a factor of 2
– See Appendix A of the Users’ Policies for complete 

definition
• Use archival data! No need to apply!
• New archive interface

– http://almascience.nrao.edu/asax/

http://almascience.nrao.edu/asax/


Searching the Archive

• Filter columns based on target, project, or publication
• Hover over the top left search bar for expanded search fields



Search for your Favorite Source



Apply Column Sub-Filters



Modify Searches
Invert Disable Remove



Did you know?

• You can search for unpublished data by filtering on 0 
Publications

• You can use astroquery1 to programmatically search for and 
download data

1 https://astroquery.readthedocs.io/en/latest/alma/alma.html



Find Data to Download



Select Files to Download

• Newer (Cycle 5+) individual file download available
– “auxiliary” and “raw” tar files necessary to restore 

calibrated data and work with visibilities
– “product” contains pipeline-generated FITS files



QA2 Data Products Package:

Tar ball with the 
processed data. 

Raw data tar 
balls.

Cycles 1-4 Packages



QA2 Data Products Package:

Cycles 5-Present



QA2 Data Products Package:

Cycles 5-Present: Product Tarball

Tar ball

Individual 
file 
download

OR



Select the Download Method 

• If you have problems running the Java Download Manager
– Try the download script
– If you have errors, run the script again and it will resume
– File a Helpdesk ticket! 



Goals of Quality 
Assurance (QA) Process

• Ensure reliable final data product
– Desired sensitivity (as specified by PI)
– Desired resolution (as specified by PI)

• Ensure calibration and QA imaging free from major artifacts

• Warning: Errors in PI-supplied parameters are outside scope 
of QA process, including:
– Incorrect source coordinates
– Inadequate frequency specification
– Inadequate sensitivity limits

See ALMA Technical Handbook for details.



During Observations – QA0

• Monitoring of on-the-fly calibration and system performance
• Rapidly-varying parameters (~SB/EB timescales)

– Atmospheric effects
– Antenna issues
– Front-end issues
– Connectivity issues
– Back-end issues

• Tolerances for each are explicitly laid out
– No fewer than 34 antennas in 12m array
– Bandpass calibrator is strong enough

• Quick reduction may be run to check flux measurements 
and phase stability



QA0 Report



Between Observations – QA1

• “Regular array maintenance” timescales
• Slowly Varying Parameters (~MOUS timescales)
• General array calibration

– Baseline measurements
– Delays

• Antenna Calibrations
– All-sky pointing
– Focus curves
– Beam patterns, etc.

• Observatory Calibrator Surveys
– Solar-system and quasar flux monitoring

https://almascience.nrao.edu/documents-and-tools


After Observations – QA2
• Calibration by pipeline (~70%) or DA/staff.
• Final QA checks include

– RMS of complex antenna-based gains
– Absolute flux calibration scale

– Tsys within acceptable range

– Proper phase transfer cadence
– Proper bandpass corrections

• Assessment of Imaging Products
– Signal-to-noise and angular resolution
– No strong artifacts
– Performed on the reference source/spectra 

• Information about QA review is aggregated for delivery in 
the QA2 Report



The QA2 Report:



After Delivery – QA3

• Additional QA stage possibly triggered by PI reporting any 
issues underlying:
– Data, observing procedure, calibration

• Re-evaluation of calibrated data products
– Only occurs if QA0 -> QA2 miss something

• Likely results in fix being implemented and products re-
ingested into ALMA archive

• Proprietary period extension (within two months of delivery)

• After two months, extension only until fix is delivered

Proprietary Period               Extension

Problem Reported Fix Delivered



Open the Weblog

• Run the command:
tar –xvzf 
member.uid___A001_X87a_X9fe.hifa_calimage.weblog.tgz
• Open pipeline-20190312T041124/html/index.html in a 

browser
• Note: If using Firefox version >= 68.0, open about:config 

and change ”privacy.file_unique_origin” property to false



Pipeline Image Reprocessing

• Pipeline images are quality assessed but may not be 
science ready
– All sources/spws may not be imaged
– Change continuum selection
– Change weighting, channel width, automasking, etc.

• See 
https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/ALMA_Imaging_Pipeli
ne_Reprocessing

• Automasking Guide 
https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/Automasking_Guide 

• Manual imaging template available at: 
https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/ALMA_Imaging_Pipeli
ne_Reprocessing_for_Manually_Calibrated_Data
 



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
FOR THE PI



Data Delivery Email

• Sent when an individual MOUS passes QA2 
• Data are ingested into the archive and made available at all 

Regional Centers
• Triggers Start of Proprietary Period

– Usually 12 months
• Only Sent to PI
• Includes information on:

– Downloading data
– Proprietary period
– Available support
– Publication requirements



Data Delivery Email –ADDED VALUE!

• NA PIs get two delivery emails
1. From JAO with links:

• Archive query for MOUS package
2. From NAASC:

• Fully-calibrated MS (North America Only)
• Calibration and Imaging Report (Weblog)
• ALMA Data Mining Toolkit (ADMIT) products1

• Knowledgebase Article: “Where can I get additional 
information for my NA added value data products?”

• https://help.almascience.org/index.php?/
Knowledgebase/Article/View/412

1 https://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php/ADMIT_Products_and_Usage



Monitor Project Status: SnooPI
QA Report:



Monitor Project Status: SnooPI
https://asa.alma.cl/snoopi



Resources After Delivery

• HelpDesk: help.almascience.org
• Face to Face visits (currently virtual-only): 

http://science.nrao.edu/facilities/alma/visitors-shortterm 



ALMA is a partnership of ESO (representing its member states), NSF (USA) and NINS (Japan), 
together with NRC (Canada), MOST and ASIAA (Taiwan), and KASI (Republic of Korea), in 
cooperation with the Republic of Chile. ALMA construction and operations are led on behalf of 
Europe by ESO, on behalf of North America by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(NRAO), which is managed by Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI), and on behalf of East Asia by 
the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) 
provides the unified leadership and management of the construction and operation of ALMA. 
The Joint ALMA Observatory is operated by ESO, AUI/NRAO and NAOJ.

For more info:
https://almascience.nrao.edu/
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